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Hi dear friends, 
I will be facilitating the discussion on poverty at our next Gathering Day this coming 
Saturday. I’ve been holding this idea in my heart prayerfully and giving it a lot of 
thought, and I look forward to our discussion. 
Poverty is a challenging concept for me. It is my understanding that Benedictines do not 
take a literal vow of poverty; rather, it is a charism that is to be cultivated and practiced. 
We can talk about material poverty as a way of letting go of what stands between 
ourselves and our becoming the love of Christ. We can talk about spiritual poverty as a 
way of opening our hearts to Christ, to each other in community, to ourselves, and to the 
whole world. We can also talk about the kind of poverty that we want to work to 
alleviate, the sort of material poverty where people often lack sufficient food, shelter, 
medical care, fresh water, clothing, support, education, safety, love. 
I want to ask you to consider your relationship, for lack of a better term, with poverty. 
Here are a few questions you might want to consider: 
*How do you welcome material and spiritual poverty, if you do? If not, what might that 
welcoming look like in your life? 

*Do you have conscious ways of releasing what gets in the way of your seeing Christ in 
others and in yourself? 

*Why do you think poverty is part of the Benedictine path? 

*How are material and spiritual poverty different and alike? 

*How is the idea of poverty different from the ideas of self-denial and simplicity? 

*What can we do to help those who suffer in poverty? 

*How is the idea of poverty held and offered in the maxim “Prefer nothing to the Love of 
Christ?” 

*How can we embrace the idea of a healthy poverty in our lives? How can it help us 
become more loving, joyful, patient, and kind? 

*What are our stories about poverty? I’m thinking these could be the kind of stories that 
we tell ourselves sometimes to evade responsibility, or they can be the stories of our 
experience, the stories that move us along the path and open our hearts. 
*Michael Casey writes, in his book Seventy-Four Tools for Good Living, “Those who 
discover a treasure hidden in a field are quite happy to detach themselves from all that 
they have in order to acquire that treasure….For those people who are led to enter a 
monastery to continue this pursuit, a surprise awaits them….what does the fervent 
seeker after God discover in the monastery? Not the immediate presence of God, but the 
absence of God.” (Casey, 155-156.) For me, this feels important in connection with the 
idea of spiritual poverty. Do you have any thoughts about the paradox of spiritual 
poverty in community? 

*Casey also writes that “Desire is fueled by the experience of absence.” I believe he 
means the desire for God here. How does this sort of desire fit with the notion of 
poverty? 

*Charles Cummings writes about “the call to a radical giving and losing of self.” 
(Cummings, p. 123) This idea feels inextricably related to poverty for me. As in so much 
of the Benedictine path insofar as I’ve experienced it, there is a strong sense of paradox 



here. How do you experience this call? How does the paradox of poverty challenge you? 
How might it comfort and sustain you? 

*What other feelings, thoughts, ideas, and experiences about poverty come to mind? 

Thank you for your patience. I look forward to our discussion on Saturday. I am very 
grateful for each and all of you. 
Blessings, 
Laura 
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